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Good Teens Get Their Day

by Melissa McCrae

National Good Teen Day festivities were kicked off at the Good Teen Day
event on Jan. 15, 1992. Although he began the day Jan. 16, 1992, the assembly
was ready by due to

Mr. Vinesek created a day to rec-
ognize teens as valuable and the
effective part of society. Vinesek’s
inspiration for Good Teen Day came
after reading the following quotes
from the 13th Congressional District
and the Good Teen Day
Assembly included:

Dr. Burton D. Schoeffman; Superinten-
dent of Youngstown City Schools; Mr. Mondell; Mayor of Salem; Paul Hood;
President of Canton Heights Community
Superintendent of Schools; Mrs. K mes; Freshman Class
Advisor; and James Trifonick, United
Healthcare of Ohio Director from the 17th
Congressional District was the guest
speaker.

The conjunction with Good Teen Day,
the Freshman class under the supervi-
sion of his high school’s secretary. With
all of the proceeds from the sell
going to the Freshman Class. Students
will pick up their orders for Good
Teen Day in the cafeteria before school
and over the summer months.

Mr. Mondell had many kind

things to say about today’s teens. Here
are some of the comments he made:
“it’s a wonderful thing that teens-are
helping recognize that we are happy
that the first effort along this line will be
right here in Salem, Ohio. Looking at
all these distinguished people behind
me and even myself included, we were
all teens at one time. As a teen I was
recognized quite a bit. Sometimes I
didn’t want to be recognized.”

Mondell presented the items in Salem
with a proclamation stating that Jan. 16, 1992
would be the first National Good Teen Day
and that the students of SHS would be
the 1st teenagers in the United States
of America to be honored on a day

designed especially for them.

Students from SHS have very important
pieces of advice: “Listen to your parents, do
well in school and listen to your teach-
ers,” In his speech he also made a very
uplifting speech which he made the comment:
“Watch whoever around with, make good decisions about other people and choose your friends wisely,
because you can’t choose your enemies,”

I hope that the Teen of SHS at a
wonderful Good Teen Day!

Good Teens Get Their Day

Steroids: A Dilemma in Society

by Kristy Ebinger

Steroids, or the “drug of choice”,
are increasing world wide and
from East Germany to the United States.
In the United States, according to the
problem of steroids in society. The
article gives information from that program.

The effects of the drug include a defined appearance, and an increase in muscle
mass, but eventually the side effects of
the effects of the drug can lead to death.

Steroids sometimes save jobs in sports, but they are not
invaluable. A shattered career sometimes
comes before a healthy lifestyle. In
Steroids, often classified as anabolic drug,
many “s candals” come to light. They seem to be the
way to achieve the goal that lives long through
drug-fourteen year old and
drug-playing sports. Anabolic steroids
were used to improve the body’s
ability to perform high-level tasks.

Steve Connors, former NFL
offensive lineman, now suffers from a
tumor that has caused him to be in
steroids. He will be able to play longer
and continue to play more.

Heather McKee

Secretary:

President:

Vice President:

Treasurer:

Advisor:

Acting Advisor:

The group plans to do a special event
being planned for the spring and the
date is unsure at this time.

Spanish Club

Advisor: Mrs. M. Marchetta

President: Jason Smith

Vice President: Mike Higham

Secretary: Kristin Elischer

Treasurer: Heathel Dugan

They are having a concession stand on February 4.

Academic Challenge

Advisor: Mrs. M. Marchetta

President: Jason Smith

Vice President: Mike Higham

Secretary: Kristin Elischer

Treasurer: Heathel Dugan

They are having a
carpeting games.

American Field Service

Advisor: Mrs. Breckendridge

President: Becky Donnelly

Vice President: Melissa Hines

Secretary: Jaryle Crawford

Treasurer: Kikko Fish

Activities: Hockey games on February 29.

Members must have $5 dues paid in order to attend.

Tack

Advisor: Mrs. De Costa

Advisor: The January TACT party is scheduled for Jan. 19. Friends are invited to attend at Mill Creek Park and will be followed by food at Mrs. De Costa’s house.

Yearbook

Advisor: Mrs. Tina Hays

Editor: Porsche Hille

Activities: Sponsoring Concession Stand at Friday Boys Basketball Game and also sponsoring a dance afterwards. Donations are also being taken to help save the Colored Senior Section of the 1961-62 Yearbook.

Math Club

Advisor: Mr. Trough

Advisor: The Math Club has another in two contests which are scheduled for Feb. 27 and 29. They have prepared for

Matta

In the 1988 men’s Olympic swimming
competition, Wheeler is the only
American to be honored on a day
designed especially for them.
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Under the First Amendment of the United States Constitution, the Supreme Court clarifies freedom of speech. As a whole, people have fought for freedom of expression, and wars against other countries. For 100 years the United States has been titled as the "land of the free, home of the brave." Yet 100 years later, we have fought for the right to freedom and fighting for another right for limited rights. People declared freedom for all the people.

They also ruled censorship as constitution, not as the right of free expression from sex, to student and even for children. Censorship troubles the walls of the community to shut its doors. Judges rule that accepting cases dealing with pornography and obscenity as difficult because of the crucial fact that they are not able to decide what is as obscene and what is not. What is obscene and what is not? That meaning of obscenity is very different by each community and each individual. The power of control is huge and censorship may not be able to be in another area. That is the case of a nearby Youngstown adult video store that is not far from Video Expo where they do not seem to attract protesters. The store is a low-key residential and includes all the common qualities of a porn shop, from private viewing booths to adult books and magazines. It is the citizens right to object to what they may or may not be allowed community as reported by Phil Bissell, pastor of the Unitarian Church of Youngstown. TV show "Newswatch Sunday" on WKVY TV 25. Boardroom residents protest that Video Expo is indecent and obscene to the community while Youngstown residents seem not to show any particular interest in the video store. Obscenity of the Court is "works which takes as a whole a peptinent content in the sense, which portrays sexual conduct in a patently offensive way." Obscenity, if not used for political, scientific, artistic, or literary, even using the eyes of a reasonable person is ruled as "obscenity must apply to community content standards." For an idea, book, store, or any by leaving as described as the need to make appeal to all three definitions of the Supreme Court of the United States.
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Deadly Consequences

By Angela Sicilia

The blood alcohol level at which terms are legally considered drunk is 0.025. It is much lower than the adult level of 0.05, and even in one hour the body consumes two drinks in one hour could be legally considered drunk.

Teenage Drinking

Teenage drinking often leads to drinking and driving. Babies are born drinking, fighting, property damage, accidents, etc. Alcohol-related traffic fatalities and deaths do not take place today. At least one-half of all drivers involved in fatal crashes are drinking in 1985 alone. teenage drunk drivers kill 135 people in Ohio and injured 5,210. Alcohol affects a person's social, physical, and emotional development.

Academically, excessive drinking contributes to academic failure or other problems that may miss assignments and perform poorly in the classroom. Alcohol BUes have a drop-out rate.

Physically, alcohol can stain physical development in early terms, impair reflexes, and lower resistance to infection.

Additionally, it is normal for teenagers to experience new strong emotional growth and be less likely to abuse alcohol.

Teenagers who feel good about themselves are less likely to abuse alcohol.

Drunk Driving An Accident?

More than 22,415 Americans died in alcohol-related traffic fatalities and the health awareness of the last decade awakened many Americans to the benefits of giving up the self-control of their drinking. The era of the rehab has brought safety to drinking alcohol levels. It is a proven fact that our performance is affected by the amount of alcohol we drink. By the age of 18, Americans would have examined 100,000 common sense controls. All traffic deaths last year were alcohol-related. Every death in alcohol-related accidents will be in an alcohol-related accident in their lifetime, according to Foreman & Torkelson.

The penalties for driving while intoxicated are as follows. First Offense: 60-hour community service, license suspension, and a fine that can total up to a maximum of $1,000. Second Offense: 10 days in jail, 120-day driver's license suspension, and a fine. Third Offense: 30 days in jail, 180 days for the third offense. License suspension and a fine.

The Supreme Court voted 6-3 that highway drunk-driver checks are legal. Some say that roadside drunk-driving checks are a waste of time and resources. They argue that it is unconstitutional to check for alcohol, while penalties against drunk-driving are some of the most stringent laws in the country.

The wide spread popularity of alcohol has taken its toll. Take some time to curb the drinking and then driving really worth it?

Thinks is expressed to The Beacon Journal, The Scholastic Update, and the Police Department for research material to do this article.

By Allison Klimmer

pkgage was waiting for you under the table. You quite possibly spend hours just looking at your new stash and you finally settle on what you want to do. You have to enjoy a fun-filled day with your friends and family at "Grandma's" house. Anyway, you must definitely had a wonderful Christmas but don't suppose that is where it's at. You don't need to be a New Year! I've almost had to bet that each and every one of you spent your night out with your love one and having a great time just bringing in the New Year with the last party of the year. The typical story that most of you have told and I'm also almost sure that each and every one of you had a great time with all of your holiday blues recently. How were you ever supposed to know that you are suffering from an actual know psychological illness and there are people and can cure the way that you are feeling?

Another conceivable reason for this sentiment of depression is the obvious fact of the dual weather and effect on it. It's a proven fact that our personal lives are changed in the New Year. The winter weather normally does affect our feelings once a year. Throughout the Christmas season, we are usually so wrapped up in our cheer that we don't notice exactly how dreary the winter weather is, but when January rolls around, we must certainly focus our attention to the problems of the world and the personal life of our family for sure. The result of that is frequently feelings of boredom and lack of interest in all we do. With the combination of the weather and the feelings of discontentment, you are sure to experience some sort of Post-Holiday Depression.

One accurate piece of this Post-Holiday Depression is the thought of loved ones who have passed away in your life. It is a proven fact that people think about the feelings of how it would be to go out and see them again. This is understandable because those loved ones were involved those people. The grief that goes along with deaths is usually very det- rimental and hard to handle which is quite understandable. This is a com- prehensive mood, for suffering from this serious illness and it should be viewed very carefully. We should not easily pleasing to talk about serious depression disorders, but it is very sure and some- thing should be done about it. There are some potential precautions that can be taken if you want to go on and live your life. All you have to do is help yourself, but you must follow those religiously. The first possibility for you to try is to keep your schedule for the next few months. There is still time left in the holiday season. You could plan activities with your friends and family, go to the movies or mall or stay inside and keep collected with a new-found hobby.

Another option for you is to keep in that mind that once the few months were gone. The next holiday season is already coming around the corner. Spring is in the best seas- sons ever for fun and games and that is something everyone needs to look forward to. So do not despair, spring is going to come quicker than you think.

One more thing to keep in mind is that sure, Christmas has gone by once again, but the teacher is on the horizon because it is a short time away, the joy and spirit of the holidays is going to come back and be bigger than ever. The thought of the holiday season is all around us, and you need to be ready. The problem is in mind that although many of you did enjoy the holidays, there were several problems that can cause problems with the corner. Everyone seemed to have had a rough time throughout the holiday duration. Now that I have given some practical advice in surviving the holiday season, please try to relax and enjoy the good times without too much pressure. You do not have every day to depend on, so live every day to the fullest.
Girls Basketball Mid-Season Report by Emma Roush

Well, the girls basketball season is a little over half done, and they are clipping up theooky mark. The girls started their season off with some very difficult teams and have been doing their best to perform up to their potential, which is not easy to do. The new comer to the team, Tenille Abrams, is certainly at 16-2 and Buffalo at 15-3. Redskins this season! Buffalo has a

Super Bowl Showdown by Jason Hawkins

On January 26, 1992, the Washington Redskins meet the Superbowl and Superbowl teams in football, Washington at 16-2 and Buffalo at 15-3. Buffalo enters into this contest on the lower end of the statistical charts. Washington's fourth ranked defense is so consistent that Buffalo's first ranked offense won't have an easy day. The Bills' are ranked second in scoring behind the Redskins. Washington had a 485 points against defense (#6). Buffalo had a 503 points per game average. Not far from the last paced, no huddle offense of Buffalo. During the regular season Buffalo was second in scoring, behind Washington, with an average of 26.8 points per game. In the Super Bowl game Washington had their high scoring attack with a total of 34 points, and 33 points per game average. The Bills weren't quite as explosive, the compiled 47 points, on

Salem Sports “Pinto to Win” by Kevin Wolford

Now, since 1992 is here and a new year, things are changing. The Bill's were not quite season Buffalo was second in scoring, holding her own to the upper-classmen, with the varsity team. Tenille Abrams, is certain at 16-2 and Buffalo at 15-3. Redskins this season! Buffalo has a which is not easy to do. The new

Quakers Hit The Half Way Mark by Ashley Chamesky

The Salem Quaker Varsity Boys Basketball team has been off to a "Quick" start this year. Despite a 6-4 loss in overtime to Campbell on Tuesday the Quakers are 7-5. They trail only 6-2 and 6-2 in the MVC as they are in 3rd place at 4-2. With the losses they have taken, the team wasn't running out however, but Spack says "My major concern in the team's shooting ability. They aren't shoot­ ing well as a team. The team's record being 2-7 so far, the

Susan Bowl Sunday by Israel Karlis

On Sunday, January 26, the Super Bowl between the Buffalo Bills and the Washington Redskins will be played in the Metrodome in Minneapolis. This yearly event will be televised all over the world. Some people really do not know how this event was formed. In the year 1960, the National Football League (N.F.L.) had a new rival league called the American Football League (A.F.L.). The A.F.L. set up football franchises in different cities such as Denver, Oakland and New York. At first the new league did not do too well. This scenario, the A.F.L. seemed to steal the top college draft picks from the N.F.L. Both of the leagues offered teams, but it was clear that both leagues would go bankrupt. In the regular season at 1962 the two leagues united in a truce. They both decided that in the 1970 that the two leagues would merge into one. At the end of the 1967 regular season the top teams from both leagues would play each other.
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Bret Petricek's averaging almost 20 points a game this year in leading the Quakers to an 8-4 record. Here he hits for 2 against Youngstown East. photo by D. Creer
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